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Consider the following quote ‘Teachers can reflect on the links between one activity and the next, the
relationship between the current lesson and any past or future lessons, and the correlation between
learning activities and assessment practices. Because the teacher has considered these connections
and can now make the connections explicit to learners, the lesson will be more meaningful to them.’
(The Importance of Planning, Richard James Rogers’). How would teachers build that connection?
Effective lesson planning ensures effecting teaching and learning.
While there is not one way to go about lesson planning or to prepare for class, there are basic
principles and practices that will help making planning more effective. In this workshop, teachers
will be trained on strategies of effective lesson planning, focusing on formulating measurable
learning objectives, and aligning teaching strategies to them. Through interactive and guided handson activities, trainees will learn how to break down the process of creating effective lesson plans into
manageable steps and tailor these steps to the needs of Arabic teachers. Trainees will gain the
practice of creating a sample lesson plan and receive constructive feedback on it from the instructor
and peers.

This workshop is designed with the novice teacher in mind. key concepts and
strategies will be introduced for developing an evidence-based teaching practice.
All first-time teachers are encouraged to attend this workshop. Attendees will be
able to:
1. align individual lesson plans to long-term planning.
2. outline learning objectives
3. develop warm-up and introduction activities.
4. plan the specific learning activities, aligned with the lesson objectives.
5. develop activities to check understanding.
6. develop a conclusion and a preview.

7. create assessment activities.
8. create a realistic timeline
9. structure a class session to engage and facilitate learning
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